
378652-09 STATEMENT CORNER SOFA LEFT ECO LEATHER COGNAC

 

Additional description

The name of this couch says it all, right? A couch like this is a clear element in the home. A
bank determines the ambience of the interior and this couch offers a solid basis for several
living styles. The design of Statement is basic, but it does stand out because of its size. This
corner sofa Statement has enough sitting space, is comfortable and is available in a right
and left version. If you stand in front of the bench and the corner is on the left, it concerns
the left-hand version. This bank statement fits perfectly into the BePureHome collection, is
pure and sturdy and consists of several variants, fabrics and colours. This variant has
Recycled leather in a cognac colour. The seat depth is 63 cm, the seat width 218 cm, the
seat height 45 cm and the depth of the lounge area is 177 cm. The height of the armrest is
65 cm and the width of the armrest is 24 cm. The leg height is 15.5 cm and the height of
the frame 18.5 cm.
What is Recycled Leather? When cutting the patterns of the hides and skins, factories are
left with remnants. These remnants are shredded and from this we make a new fabric:
Recycled leather. Recycled leather consists of 35% genuine leather and 65% polyester. The
fabric is made up of two materials: the underlayer consists of recycled genuine leather,
which gives it its natural and unique appearance. The leather is protected by a polyester
coating which prevents unevenness and makes it a sturdy combination fabric. Maintenance:
Recycled leather cannot be treated with grease for leather. Recycled leather can be
maintained as follows: a damp cloth...
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